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The chimneys should be pointed on the ground prior to installation. The mortar used should be  
a 1:1/2:4 (cement/lime/sand) mix and must include a waterproofing admix, such as sika 1 or similar.  
The pointing must be bucket handle profile.
Prepare the trusses with 2 layers of felt in the area where the chimney will be seated. The felt 
should exceed the dimensions of the fixing plate by 460mm on all sides. If the remainder of the 
roof felt is to be fitted at a later stage, it must be fully lapped under the chimney felt to ensure a 
continuous run.  Additional timber should be nailed horizontally, between the trusses where the 
chimney will be seated to allow fixing through the front and rear fixing plates, in addition to the 
side plates. All supplied fixings must be used.

FLAUNCHING

Flat top chimneys must be flaunched with a strong sand/cement mix. The flaunching should be  
a minimum of 25mm thick around the perimeter of the chimney and should NOT be feathered 
away to nothing. This can be done prior to installation however the lifting sockets must remain 
visible to allow the insertion of the loops provided for lifting. Once in position on the roof the 
supplied plugs should be inserted into the eyes and fixed using the supplied sealant.

LIFTING

Cut the retaining straps between the chimney and pallet. Remove the plastic plugs from the lifting 
threads and screw in the lifting loops provided. Crane the chimney into position, remove the loops 
and reinsert the plastic plugs applying a liberal amount of sealant around the plug.

FIXING

Once in position locate the centres of the trusses beneath the fixing plate and drill the fixing plate 
accordingly. Screw directly into the trusses below using all the stainless steel fixings and washer kits 
provided. Mild steel fixings cannot be used for this purpose.

INSTALLATION GUIDES
BRICK-CLAD FASTSTACK® Mid Ridge Chimney

Batten and tile over the fixing plate and up 
to the vertical sides of the chimney unit. 
Where the batten overlaps the fixing plate it 
must be drilled and screwed through. It may, 
in some instances, be necessary to reduce 
the thickness of the batten at this point to 
accommodate the fixing plate.

TIMBER FIXINGS
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1  +  2   PREPARATION

3   BATTEN AND TILE 4   FLASHING 5   FLASHING contd

The polyurethane sealant provided 
should be applied into the flashing 
channel to a depth of 15mm (refer 
to data sheet for health and safety 
information). Sealant must be applied to 
the entire length of the flashing channel.

Code 4 lead must then be dressed into 
the full depth of the channel and wedged 
into position with lead wedges before 
the sealant has cured. Once the lead is in 
position the remainder of the channel must 
be filled with the sealant provided until 
flush with the face of the brick slips.
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CODE 
4 LEAD 
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SEALANT
BEAD

The gable wall brickwork should be constructed traditionally to the point where the width of the wall 
corresponds with the internal width of the proposed chimney (dimensions shown below). At this point 
the gable wall brickwork and blockwork should be constructed vertically to a dimension of 215mm.
Othello - 540mm Hamlet and Harcourt - 653mm  Aragon - 765mm
Silius - 990mm Hermia - 878mm  Shylock - 1328mm
The chimneys should be pointed on the ground prior to installation. The mortar used should be  
a 1:1/2:4 (cement/lime/sand) mix and must include a waterproofing admix, such as sika 1 or similar.  
The pointing must be a bucket handle profile.
Prepare the trusses with 2 layers of felt in the area where the chimney will be seated. The felt should 
exceed the dimensions of the fixing plate by 460mm on all sides. If the remainder of the roof felt is 
to be fitted at a later stage, it must be fully lapped under the chimney felt to ensure a continuous 
run. Additional timber should be nailed horizontally, between the trusses where the chimney will 
be seated to allow fixing through the front and rear fixing plates, in addition to the side plates. All 
supplied fixings must be used.

FLAUNCHING

Flat top chimneys must be flaunched with a strong sand/cement mix. The flaunching should be a 
minimum of 25mm thick around the perimeter of the chimney and should NOT be feathered away 
to nothing. This can be done prior to installation however the lifting sockets must remain visible to 
allow the insertion of the loops provided for lifting. Once in position on the roof the supplied plugs 
should be inserted into the eyes and fixed using the supplied sealant.

LIFTING

Cut the retaining straps between the chimney and pallet. Remove the plastic plugs from the lifting 
threads and screw in the lifting loops provided. Crane the chimney into position, remove the loops 
and reinsert the plastic plugs applying a liberal amount of sealant around the plug.

BRICK-CLAD FASTSTACK® Gable End Chimney

Batten and tile over the fixing plate and up  
to the vertical sides of the chimney unit.  
Where the batten overlaps the fixing plate,  
it must be drilled and screwed through.  
It may, in some instances, be necessary to 
reduce the thickness of the batten at this 
point to accommodate the fixing plate. 

1  +  2   PREPARATION

3   BATTEN AND TILE 4   FLASHING 5   FLASHING contd

The polyurethane sealant provided 
should be applied into the flashing 
channel to a depth of 15mm (refer 
to data sheet for health and safety 
information). Sealant must be applied to 
the entire length of the flashing channel.

Code 4 lead must then be dressed into 
the full depth of the channel and wedged 
into position with lead wedges before 
the sealant has cured. Once the lead is in 
position the remainder of the channel must 
be filled with the sealant provided until 
flush with the face of the brick slips.
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FIXING

The face of the chimney brickwork should now be flush with the gable wall brickwork. Once in position locate the centres of the trusses beneath the fixing 
plate and drill the fixing plate accordingly. Screw directly into the trusses below using all the stainless steel fixings and washer kits provided. In addition to this 
the supplied masonry screw and plug sets should be used for fixing to the gable wall masonry. Mild steel fixings cannot be used for this purpose.
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BRICK-CLAD FASTSTACK® Mono Pitch Chimney
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CODE 4
LEAD 
FLASHING

The chimneys should be pointed on the ground prior to installation. The mortar used should be  
a 1:1/2:4 (cement/lime/sand) mix and must include a waterproofing admix, such as sika 1 or similar.  
The pointing must be to the full depth of the joints.
The chimneys must be located between two trusses and seated on a solid timber platform which 
must be constructed at the appropriate height within the roof space. This platform will support the 
weight of the chimney unit and must therefore be designed and constructed accordingly.
The trusses should be permanently fitted allowing sufficient space for the chimney to pass through  
during installation.
Prepare the trusses with two layers of felt in the area where the chimney will be seated. The felt 
should exceed the dimensions of the fixing plate by 460mm on all sides. Cut the felt to allow the 
chimney to pass through. If the remainder of the felt is to be fitted at a later stage it must be fully 
lapped under the chimney felt to ensure a continuous run.
Additional noggins should be nailed between supporting trusses to allow fixing through the  
front, rear and side of fixing plates.

LIFTING

Cut the retaining straps between the chimney and pallet. Remove the plastic plugs from the lifting threads 
and screw in the lifting loops provided. Crane the chimney into position and lower onto the platform, 
remove the loops and reinsert the plastic plugs applying a liberal amount of sealant around the plug.

FLAUNCHING

Flat top chimneys must be flaunched with a strong sand/cement mix. The flaunching should be a 
minimum of 25mm thick around the perimeter of the chimney and should NOT be feathered away 
to nothing. This can be done prior to installation however the lifting sockets must remain visible to 
allow the insertion of the loops provided for lifting. Once in position on the roof the supplied plugs 
should be inserted into the eyes and fixed using the supplied sealant.

FIXING

Once in position locate the centres of the trusses beneath the diagonal fixing plate and drill the fixing plate accordingly. Screw directly into the trusses below. 
Repeat the procedure at the base plate and securely fasten to the supporting platform using all the stainless steel fixings and washer kits provided. Mild steel 
fixings cannot be used for this purpose. The support platform will be constructed on site by others. This platform will support the full weight of the chimney 
once installed and must therefore be designed and constructed accordingly. Please refer to your truss manufacturers/engineers.

Batten and tile over the fixing plate and up 
to the vertical sides of the chimney unit. 
Where the batten overlaps the fixing plate it 
must be drilled and screwed through. It may, 
in some instances, be necessary to reduce 
the thickness of the batten at this point to 
accommodate the fixing plate.

1  +  2   PREPARATION

3   BATTEN AND TILE 4   FLASHING 5   FLASHING contd

The polyurethane sealant provided 
should be applied into the flashing 
channel to a depth of 15mm (refer 
to data sheet for health and safety 
information). Sealant must be applied to 
the entire length of the flashing channel.

Code 4 lead must then be dressed into 
the full depth of the channel and wedged 
into position with lead wedges before 
the sealant has cured. Once the lead is in 
position the remainder of the channel must 
be filled with the sealant provided until 
flush with the face of the brick slips.
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TIMBER FIXINGS
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NOTE: IF THE INSTRUCTIONS ARE NOT ADHERED TO, THE GUARANTEE ON THIS PRODUCT WILL BE INVALIDATED. THE ONLY APPROVED SEALANTS AND 
FIXINGS ARE THOSE SUPPLIED BY IBSTOCK KEVINGTON. IF ANY ALTERNATIVES ARE USED THE GUARANTEE WILL BE INVALIDATED.
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BRICK-CLAD FASTSTACK® Parapet Chimney
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CODE 
4 LEAD

CODE 
4 LEAD 
FLASHING

15MM 
SEALANT
BEAD

The gable and parapet wall brickwork should be constructed traditionally to the point where the 
parapet wall width corresponds with the internal width of the proposed chimney (dimensions shown 
below). At this point the brick/blockwork should be constructed vertically to a dimension of 215mm 
or three courses without further cropping to form the transitional brickwork between chimney and 
parapet wall as shown below. 
Othello - 540mm Hamlet and Harcourt - 653mm Aragon - 765mm 
Silius - 990mm Hermia - 878mm Shylock - 1328mm
The chimneys should be pointed on the ground prior to installation. The mortar used should be  
a 1:1/2:4 (cement/lime/sand) mix and must include a waterproofing admix, such as sika 1 or similar.  
The pointing must be a bucket handle profile.
Prepare the trusses with 2 layers of felt in the area where the chimney will be seated. The felt should 
exceed the dimensions of the fixing plate by 460mm on all sides. If the remainder of the roof felt is 
to be fitted at a later stage, it must be fully lapped under the chimney felt to ensure a continuous 
run. Additional timber should be nailed, horizontally, between the trusses where the chimney will be 
seated to allow fixing through the front and rear fixing plates, in addition to the side plates.  
All supplied fixings must be used.

FLAUNCHING

Flat top chimneys must be flaunched with a strong sand/cement mix. The flaunching should be a 
minimum of 25mm thick around the perimeter of the chimney and should NOT be feathered away 
to nothing. This can be done prior to installation however the lifting sockets must remain visible to 
allow the insertion of the loops provided for lifting. Once in position on the roof the supplied plugs 
should be inserted into the eyes and fixed using the supplied sealant.

LIFTING

Cut the retaining straps between the chimney and pallet. Remove the plastic plugs from the lifting 
threads and screw in the lifting loops provided. Crane the chimney into position, remove the loops 
and reinsert plastic plugs applying a liberal amount of sealant around the plug.

1  +  2   PREPARATION

4   FLASHING 5   FLASHING (continued)

The polyurethane sealant provided should be 
applied into the flashing channel to a depth of 
15mm (refer to data sheet for health and safety 
information). Sealant must be applied to the 
entire length of the flashing channel.

Code 4 lead must then be dressed into the full 
depth of the channel and wedged into position with 
lead wedges before the sealant has cured. Once 
the lead is in position the remainder of the channel 
must be filled with the sealant provided until flush 
with the face of the brick slips.
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Batten and tile over the fixing plate and up to 
the vertical sides of the chimney unit. Where the 
batten overlaps the fixing plate it must be drilled 
and screwed through. It may, in some instances, be 
necessary to reduce the thickness of the batten 
at this point to accommodate the fixing plate. Any 
necessary lead work to the parapet wall should 
be installed at this stage of the process.

3   BATTEN AND TILE

FASTSTACK 
SEALANT

LIFTING
EYE CAP

TIMBER 
FIXINGS600

FIXING 
PLATE

MASONARY 
FIXINGS

ROOFING FELT 
(APPLIED PRIOR 
TO LIFTING 
CHIMNEY)

FIXING

The face of the chimney brickwork should now 
be flush with the gable/parapet wall brickwork. 
Once in position locate the centres of the trusses 
beneath the fixing plate and drill the fixing plate 
accordingly. Screw directly into the trusses below 
using all the stainless steel fixings and washer kits 
provided. In addition to this the supplied masonry 
screw and plug sets should be used for fixing to 
the gable/parapet wall masonry. Mild steel fixings 
cannot be used for this purpose.

6

Install parapet coping in accordance with the 
manufacturers instruction and incorporating 
the appropriate lead work.

SITE SUPPLIED 
COPING STONE

CODE 
4 LEAD 
FLASHING

INSTALL PARAPET COPING IN ACCORDANCE 
WITH THE MANUFACTURERS INSTRUCTION AND 
INCORPORATING THE APPROPRIATE LEADWORK.

TIMBER 
BATTEN

FASTSTACK SEALANT

FLASHING 
GROOVE

15MM 
SEALANT 
BEAD2515

NOTE: IF THE INSTRUCTIONS ARE NOT ADHERED TO, THE GUARANTEE ON THIS PRODUCT WILL BE INVALIDATED. THE ONLY APPROVED SEALANTS AND 
FIXINGS ARE THOSE SUPPLIED BY IBSTOCK KEVINGTON. IF ANY ALTERNATIVES ARE USED THE GUARANTEE WILL BE INVALIDATED.




